MODA VERA MEGA TWEED TEXTURED THROW

Nº 15.20.03 PROJECT SHEET

It’s what you make it.
MODA VERA MEGA TWEED TEXTURED THROW

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
• Mega tweed 170g x 14 balls
• A 15.00mm circular needle 80cm long or size required to give correct tension
• Cable needle, scissors, yarn needle, tape measure

MEASUREMENTS
Width approx 150cm, Length approx 180cm

TENSION
6 sts x 8.5 rows to 10cm over patt, using 15.00mm needles.

INSTRUCTIONS
Using 15.00mm needle, cast on 87 sts.
Knit 5 rows (1st row is wrong side)

BEG MAIN PATT
Work rows 1 to 18 incl from graph.
Rows 1 to 18 incl form patt.
Cont in patt until work measures 176cm from beg, working last row on wrong side.
Knit 5 rows.
Cast off loosely knitways on wrong side.

FINISHING
DO NOT PRESS. Sew in ends.
Work this 36 st rep twice.

**KEY**- Shaded area represents st repeat.

- □ = Knit st on odd numbered rows (right side), purl st on even numbered rows (wrong side).
- ◻ = Purl st on odd numbered rows (right side), knit st on even numbered rows (wrong side).
- ❖ = ‘C4F’ - Slip next 2 sts onto cable needle and leave at front of work, K2, then K2 from cable needle.

**Note**- When working from Graph, read odd numbered rows (right side rows) from right to left and even numbered rows (wrong side rows) from left to right.